We discuss the concept of unextendible product basis (UPB) and generalized UPB for fermionic systems, using Slater determinants as an analogue of product states, in the antisymmetric subspace ∧ N C M . We construct an explicit example of generalized fermionic unextendible product basis (FUPB) of minimum cardinality N (M − N ) + 1 for any N ≥ 2, M ≥ 4. We also show that any bipartite antisymmetric space ∧ 2 C M of codimension two is spanned by Slater determinants, and the spaces of higher codimension may not be spanned by Slater determinants. Furthermore, we construct an example of complex FUPB of N = 2, M = 4 with minimum cardinality 5. In contrast, we show that a real FUPB does not exist for N = 2, M = 4 . Finally we provide a systematic construction for FUPBs of higher dimensions using FUPBs and UPBs of lower dimensions.
Introduction
Entanglement plays an essential role in many aspects in modern physics, from foundations of quantum machines, mathematical physics, to applied physics such as quantum information processing. During the past decades, considerable progress has been made to understand various aspects of entanglement [1] . Majority of these efforts were devoted to the understanding of entanglement properties for indistinguishable particle systems given the obvious role they play in quantum communication and computation. However, in some cases, such as those quantum dot systems, identical particles also play an important role in quantum information processing and their entanglement properties needs different consideration given the restricted Hilbert space [2] .
Identical particles are particles that cannot be distinguished from each other, even in principle. Fermions are identical particles which obey the Pauli exclusion principle, that is, no two identical fermions may occupy the same quantum states simultaneous. Mathematically, this means that for any many fermion system, the quantum state |ψ picks up a minus sign when interchanging any two particles i, j, i.e. SWAP ij |ψ = −|ψ . In other words, the fermionic wave function is anti-symmetric with respect to the exchange of any two particles. For instance, for a two particle state, |ψ = ij a ij |i ⊗ |j , then a ij = −a ij , which implies a ii = 0, i.e. the Pauli exclusion principle.
Entanglement in fermionic systems cannot be examined by the usual way in the tensor product space. For instance, although a state as
(|0 ⊗ |1 − |1 ⊗ |0 ) looks entangled in the tensor product space, this entanglement is not accessible [2] . Indeed, the labelling of particles and the notation of a tensor product structure of the space of states are misleading because the actually state space is the antisymmetrized subspace, which is just a subspace of the complete tensor product space.
It is now widely agreed that a N-fermion state which is obtained solely by antisymmetrizing a computational basis state |i 1 ⊗ |i 2 · · · ⊗ |i N := |i 1 , · · · , i N , cannot be regarded as entangled [2] , which can be written as a determinant σ sgn(σ)|i σ(1) , i σ(2) , · · · , i σ(N ) , called a Slater determinant. Here σ is a permutation of (1, 2 . . . , N). However, fermionic states that cannot be written as a single Slater determinant of some |i 1 , |i 2 , . . . , |i N do contain useful entanglement that can be used in practice to conduct nontrivial quantum information procession and hence can be regarded as entangled [3, 4] .
During the past decade entanglement property in fermionic systems has attracted significant amount of attention [1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . A large amount of effort was taken to look at analogies of fermionic entanglement to entanglement in tensor product spaces, especially for low dimensional systems. For N = 2, it was shown that there exists a so called 'Slater decomposition' for any fermionic states, which is an analogue of the Schmidt decomposition. Also, for a single particle space of dimension M = 4, several interesting analogues with a two qubit system has been found, such as 'magic basis', 'concurrence', and 'dualisation' [4] .
Another interesting concept studied in entanglement theory is the unextendible product basis (UPB) [10] . For a multipartite quantum system with Hilbert space H, a UPB is a set S of pure orthogonal product states spanning a proper subspace H s of H, whose complementary subspace H ⊥ s contains no product states. UPB has been known to have intimate relationship with bound entangled states, which has positive partial transpose. For these reasons UPB are extensively studied [11, 12, 13, 14] . The generalization of UPB by allowing non-orthogonal product state has been also shown to be relevant [15, 16, 17, 18] .
To generalize the idea of UPBs by using the Slater determinant as an analogue of product states was first suggested in [3] , where it was suggested that direct generalization using existing UPBs in the tensor product case by antisymmetrying the corresponding product state could not work, as all the known UPBs involve product states of the form |ψ ⊗ |ξ , with |ψ and |ξ being nonorthogonal. Therefore the construction of fermionic UPBs needs significantly different considerations that the tensor product case.
The goal of this work is to study UPBs in fermionic systems. As already mentioned, we will use Slater determinants as product states for fermionic systems. It might be more precise to use the name 'unextendable Slater determinant bases' in this case, as similarly suggested in [3] for bosonic systems, we decide to keep the name UPB to emphasize its analogue to the original UPB. We study both the orthogonal version and the generalized version. In both cases, analogues to the original UPB are found, but significant differences also do exist.
Preliminaries

Unextendible Product Basis
We consider a N-partite quantum system with Hilbert space H = The following definition is given by [11, Definition 1] .
Definition 2 An unextendible product basis (UPB) is a set of orthogonal product states spanning a subspace of H, whose orthogonal complement is completely entangled.
Definition 3 A generalized UPB is a set of linearly independent product states spanning a subspace of H, whose orthogonal complement is completely entangled.
Evidently a UPB must be a generalized UPB, but the converse is false. Since H is spanned by the computational basis states {|i 1 , · · · , i N }, they form the trivial UPB. On the other hand, the orthogonal basis spanning H is not necessarily equivalent to the trivial UPB. To construct such a basis, we consider the following matrices:
Here, 
In this paper we will use mainly the nontrivial UPB and generalized UPB whose cardinality is smaller than Dim H. The following result is known for generalized UPB [17] .
there is a generalized UPB of cardinality c.
From this result, it follows that the maximum dimension of a completely entangled subspace of H is D N − L N [16] . Since any subspace of a completely entangled subspace is still completely entangled, for all c ∈ [1, D N − L N ] there is a completely entangled subspace of dimension c.
Unfortunately, there is no similar general results as Lemma 4 for UPBs. The minimum size of UPB was first studied by Alon and Lovász in 2001 [12] and then attracted a lot of interests [19, 20] . However, even the bipartite case was not fully understood until very recently [13] . Let's denote the minimum size
Then for the bipartite case, we have
In the multipartite scenario, though in many cases, the minimum size of a UPB does not exceed the trivial lower bound L N by more than 1, it is still unclear whether this is always the case.
Fermionic Systems
Let V be a complex Hilbert space of dimension M and H = ⊗ N V the Nth tensor power of V . When there is no ambiguous, we will use C M instead of V for the sake of simplicity. The inner product on V extends to one on H such that
We denote by ∧ N V the Nth exterior power of V , i.e., the subspace of H consisting of the antisymmetric tensors. We refer to vectors |ψ ∈ ∧ N V as N-vectors. For any vectors |v i ∈ V , i = 1, . . . , N, we shall use the standard algebraic notation
where S N is the symmetric group on N letters and sgn(σ) the sign of the permutation σ. We say that an N-vector |ψ is decomposable if it can be written as
If W is a vector subspace of V , then ∧ N W is a vector subspace of ∧ N V . Given a |ψ ∈ ∧ N V , there exists the smallest subspace W ⊆ V such that |ψ ∈ ∧ N W . We shall refer to this subspace as the support of |ψ and denote it by sp(ψ). It follows from (2) that in the tensor product space, sp(ψ) is the range of reduced density operator of any single system. In the case when |ψ = 0 is decomposable, say |ψ = |v 1 ∧ · · · ∧ |v N , then its support is the subspace spanned by the vectors |v i , i = 1, . . . , N.
As already discussed, decomposable vectors are analogues of product states in fermionic systems. The two names will be used interchangeably.
The 2-vectors |ψ ∈ ∧ 2 V are often identified with antisymmetric matrices of order M via the isomorphism which assigns to any decomposable 2-vector |ψ = |v ∧ |w the matrix |v (|w T ) − |w (|v T ). Under this isomorphism, the nonzero decomposable 2-vectors correspond to antisymmetric matrices of rank 2.
If A i : V → V , i = 1, . . . , N, are linear operators, then their tensor product ⊗ N i=1 A i will be identified with the unique linear operator on H which maps
A i and refer to ⊗ N A as the Nth tensor power of A. If |ψ ∈ ∧ N V then we also have ⊗ N A(|ψ ) ∈ ∧ N V . Consequently, we can restrict the operator ⊗ N A to obtain a linear operator on ∧ N V , which we denote by ∧ N A or A ∧N . We refer to ∧ N A as the Nth exterior power of A. Explicitly, we have
The general linear group G := GL(V ) acts on H by the so called diagonal action:
In other words, A ∈ G acts on H as ⊗ N A. By restriction, we obtain an action of G on ∧ N V where A ∈ G acts as ∧ N A. We shall say that two N-vectors |φ and |ψ are equivalent if they belong to the same G-orbit, i.e., |ψ = A · |φ for some A ∈ G. We shall also say that they are unitarily equivalent, or equivalent up to an local unitary (LU) if such A can be chosen to be unitary. For example, any decomposable N-vector is unitarily equivalent to a scalar multiple of |1 ∧ · · · ∧ |N .
In the case N = 2, we have the canonical form for unitary equivalence.
Lemma 5 If N = 2, then any 2-vector |ψ is unitarily equivalent to
Proof. The first assertion follows easily from the antisymmetric version of Takagi's theorem, see [21, p. 217] . To prove the second assertion, we denote by K the antisymmetric matrix corresponding to |ψ . If U is a unitary operator on V , then the 2-vector U|ψ is represented by the antisymmetric matrix UKU T . It follows that the Hermitian matrix KK * is transformed to UKK * U † , and so its eigenvalues are independent of U. Since these eigenvalues are −c The corollary cannot be generalized to n-vectors |ψ with n > 2. Indeed, it is easy to check that the equation |ψ ∧ |ψ = 0 is satisfied for any odd n.
Unless stated otherwise, the states will not be normalized for convenience. We shall use the above properties and conventions in this paper.
3
Generalized fermionic UPB
We investigate the UPB concept in fermionic systems, by treating decomposable states such as the Slater determinants states {e i 1 ,··· ,i N := |i 1 ∧ · · · ∧ |i N } as an analogue of product states. We start from the simple case where we do not require orthogonality of decomposable states in this section, then move on to the orthogonal case in the next section. We work with the N-fermion Hilbert space ∧ N C M . We have the following definitions similar to Definition 1, 2 and 3.
Definition 7 A subspace S ⊆ ∧
N C M is completely entangled if it does not contain any decomposable vector.
Definition 8 A ferminionic unextendible product basis (FUPB) in ∧
N C M is an orthogonal set of decomposable vectors, whose orthogonal complement is completely entangled.
Definition 9 A generalized FUPB is a set of linearly independent decomposable vectors whose orthogonal complement is completely entangled.
Evidently an FUPB is also a generalized FUPB, but the converse is false. Since ∧ N C M is spanned by the Slater determinant basis, they form the trivial FUPB. This is also the only FUPB up to overall factors of FUPB members when M = N.
In this paper we will investigate only the nontrivial FUPB and generalized FUPB whose cardinality is smaller than Dim ∧ N C M . The first question we will ask is to find an analogue of Lemma 4. It turns out that the question of computing the maximum dimension of completely entangled subspaces for fermions can be answered by algebraic geometry methods. For instance, the set of decomposable states for an N-fermion system in an M-dimensional space is a projective variety defined by Plücker's equations, of dimension N(M − N). To see this, any normalized decomposable state |v 1 ∧ · · · ∧ |v N is associated with a N-dimensional subspace spanned by {|v 1 , · · · , |v N }. Notice that the change of basis will not affect the state. Thus, the set of decomposable states in ∧ N C M is isomprhic to the set of all N-dimensional subspace of C M , which was known as the Grassmannian Gr N (C M ), a well-studied object in both algebraic and differential geometry. minors of the matrix (a ij ). The Plücker coordinates satisfy some simple quadratic polynomials called the Plücker relations. For more details, please refer to [22] .
It is also known that the dimension of an irreducible projective variety X ⊆ P n is the smallest integer k such that there exists a linear subspace of dimension n − k − 1 disjoint from X [22] . Therefore we have the following proposition.
Lemma 10
The maximum dimension for a completely entangled subspace
This directly gives us the smallest possible dimension of generalized FUPBs, namely N(M − N) + 1.
Proof. We use induction on d. The case d = s is trivial. Let d > s. By Lemma 10 there is a decomposable vector |ϕ ∈ F . Let F ′ be a hyperplane of F such that |ϕ ⊥ F ′ . We can now apply the induction hypothesis to F ′ to conclude the proof.
Proof. We construct n decomposable states |ψ i in ∧ N C M , such that the space of |ψ i is orthogonal to S i , i = 1, · · · , n. Since n ≤ N(M − N), it follows from Lemma 10 that there is a decomposable state |f orthogonal to |ψ i , ∀i. Then the space of |f , named as F , properly intersects with any S i . Since F is N-dimensional, this completes the proof. ⊓ ⊔ Our next goal is to find a generalized FUPB which has the minimal possible cardinality N(M −N)+1. Following up the Corollary above, we further claim that when n = N(M − N) + 1, there exist subspaces S 1 , . . . , S n such that there is no N-dimensional subspace F such that F ∩S i = {0} for all i. By regarding S ⊥ i as the support of the decomposable state |ψ i , i = 1, · · · , n, these states would form a generalized FUPB. It is comparable to that in the tensor product space introduced in Lemma 4. What's more, the subspace orthogonal to the space spanned by |ψ i , i = 1, · · · , n is a completely entangled subspace of maximum dimension as given in Eq. (3).
To prove the claim, it follows from Lemma 5 that, for N = 2 and M = 2 or 3, any pure fermionic state can be written as a single slater determinant, hence is separable. So there is no nontrivial generalized
where t ranges from 1 to N(M − N) + 1.
Proof. If there is some decomposable state (
x kN |k ) orthogonal to the above N(M − N) + 1 decomposable states, then follows from the fact that the inner product of two decomposable N-vectors |v = |v 1 ∧ · · · ∧ |v N and |w = |w 1 ∧ · · · ∧ |w N is equal to the determinant of the N × N matrix [ v i |w j ], we will have the following equations.
where t ranges from 1 to
To continue our proof, we need the Binet-Cauchy formula which states that, for any m × n matrix A and n × m matrix B,
where I ranges over all subsets of {1, 2, · · · , n} with size m, A I is the submatrix of A formed by the columns indexed by I and B I is the submatrix of B formed by the rows indexed by I.
By applying the Binet-Cauchy formula introduced above, we have
which is a multivariable polynomial of degree at most 
We are mainly interested in the quotient polynomial of f p 1 ,··· ,p N (y 1 , · · · , y N ) by the Vandermonde determinant V N (y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y N ). Its degree is at most
Immediately, we have
= max
≤ N(M − N).
Recall that g(t) = 0 for any t = 1, 2, · · · , N(M − N) + 1, hence g(t) is a zero polynomial.
Let's denote det
is the Plücker coordinate of N-dimensional subspace spanned by
. . .
We also denote det
To prove our theorem, we need to show that there is no nonzero vector
satisfying the following Plücker relations:
where {j t } N −1 t=1 and {j
t=1 is any sequence in {1, 2, · · · , N} and
for any t.
We have shown that
In fact, the equality holds. Moreover, the quotient polynomial of f p 1 ,··· ,p N (y 1 , · · · , y N ) by the Vandermonde determinant V N (y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y N ) contains only non-negative terms. Therefore, monomial t N (M −N ) appears and only appears in
Assume we have already proved P p 1 ,p 2 ,··· ,p N = 0 for any
p i ≥ K+1, we will show that P p 1 ,p 2 ,··· ,p N = 0 for any
If there are two nonzero P p 1 ,p 2 ,··· ,p N and
where
This implies that there is at most one nonzero
If there is exactly one nonzero P p 1 ,p 2 ,··· ,p N for all
is the leading monomial of g(t) and its coefficient is nonzero. This contradicts g(t) = 0.
Therefore, P p 1 ,p 2 ,··· ,p N = 0 for any
By repeating this procedure, we will have P p 1 ,p 2 ,··· ,p N = 0 for any 1 ≤ p 1 < p 2 < · · · < p N ≤ M. This completes our proof. ⊓ ⊔ Below we extend Lemma 10 to the space of spanned by decomposable vectors.
Proposition 14 (i) There exists a subspace L ⊂ ∧
N C M of codimension 3 which is not spanned by decomposable N-vectors.
(ii) When N = 2, every subspace L ⊆ ∧ N C M of codimension ≤ 2 is spanned by decomposable bivectors.
Proof. (i) Let φ = e 5,6,...,N +2 . Let L 0 be the subspace of codimension 4 spanned by all basic N-vectors e i 1 ,...,i N , 1 ≤ i 1 < · · · < i N ≤ M, except e ij ∧ φ with (i, j) = (1, 2), (2, 3), (2, 4) , (3, 4) . Denote by L the subspace spanned by L 0 and ψ := (e 12 + e 34 ) ∧ φ. It is easy to verify that for any α ∈ L 0 the bivector ψ + α|φ is indecomposable. This implies that ψ + α is also indecomposable. Hence, (i) is proved.
(ii) We show by induction that any subspace
− 2 is spanned by 2-decomposable vectors. This is sufficient to verify the assertion. Note that (A −1 · |ψ ) ⊥ = A † · (|ψ ⊥ ) for A ∈ GL. We can perform on H any diagonal action A ∈ GL because H is spanned by decomposable 2-vectors if and only so is A · H. We will frequently use this hypothesis in the proof.
The assertion is evidently true for M = 3. Since H has codimension two, by the hypothesis we may assume that there is a state |α ∈ ∧ 2 C M −1 ∩ H ⊥ . Applying the hypothesis with A = A 1 ⊕ 1 of a suitable A 1 on C M −1 , we obtain that H is spanned by the linearly independent 2-vectors
and the
the space spanned by the |ψ i has dimension at most K − 1. We can remove the |ψ i for i > K − 1 by replacing the vectors in (24) by a suitable linear combination of the vectors in (23) and (24) . Then using the hypothesis with A = A 2 ⊕ 1 of a suitable A 2 on C M −1 , we obtain that H is spanned by the linearly independent 2-vectors
where the |ψ Suppose |ϕ is not decomposable, otherwise the assertion follows. So c = 1. By using the hypothesis with A = 1 ⊕ A 3 ⊕ 1 of a suitable A 3 , we may assume |ψ ′ K−1 = xe 13 + e 23 , and the space spanned by (25) is still spanned by them. The space spanned by (23) contains a nonzero state we 12 + ye 13 + ze 23 with complex numbers w, y, z. By adding a suitable multiple of this state, e 2M and e 3M to |ϕ , we obtain a decomposable state. This completes the proof. ⊓ ⊔ It follows from this proposition that any hyperplane of ∧ 2 C M orthogonal to an entangled state is spanned by a generalized FUPB. It also generalizes Lemma 10 which states that any hyperplane of ∧ 2 C 4 is spanned by a generalized FUPB. We concretely construct an example.
spanned by decomposable 2-vectors. Indeed, H is spanned by
where ω = e 
4
Fermionic UPB in
In last section we have constructed a set of generalized FUPB of the minimal cardinality
It follows from Lemma 10 that the least possible cardinality of FUPB in ∧ N V is also N(M −N)+1. However we do not have a constructive example of such FUPB yet. By definition, the vectors in FUPB are orthogonal and decomposable, so it is more difficult to characterize the FUPB than the generalized FUPB. In this section we investigate the FUPB in ∧ 2 C 4 , whose cardinality is at least five by Lemma 10. It turns out that ∧ 2 C 4 is the simplest bipartite subspace in which a nontrivial FUPB exists. We will also show that real nontrivial FUPB in ∧ 2 C 4 does not exist. For this purpose, we propose the following preliminary lemma. We will use the simple fact that the FUPB is still an FUPB if either we perform an LU ⊗ N U on the global system, or we linearly combine the vectors in FUPB so that the resulting vectors are still decomposable and orthogonal.
Lemma 16 Suppose the subspace
, then H contains only decomposable vectors. So H is spanned by orthogonal decomposable states and there is no nontrivial generalized FUPB in
Let M = 4 and H be spanned by five orthogonal decomposable vectors |ψ i , i = 1, · · · , 5. Then the set S of these vectors is not an FUPB when one of the following conditions is satisfied: (b) |ψ i = |a ∧ |b i , i = 1, 2, 3; (c) |ψ 1 = |b 1 ∧ |b 2 , |ψ 2 = |b 1 ∧ |b 3 , and |ψ 3 = |b 2 ∧ |b 3 ; (d) |ψ 1 = |b 1 ∧ |b 2 and |ψ 2 = |b 3 ∧ |b 4 , where the |b i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are orthogonal; (e) |ψ i = |a ∧ |b i , i = 1, 2.
Proof. (a) is clear.
(b) By performing a suitable LU on S, we can assume |ψ i = |i ∧ |4 , i = 1, 2, 3 and they span K ⊂ H. So |ψ 4 and |ψ 5 belong to the orthogonal complement K ⊥ = ∧ 2 C 3 . It follows from assertion (a) that there is a decomposable state |ψ 6 ∈ K ⊥ orthogonal to |ψ 4 and |ψ 5 . Thus |ψ 6 ⊥ H, and S is not an FUPB.
(c) Using an LU we can assume |ψ 1 = |1 ∧ (x|1 + |2 ), |ψ 2 = |1 ∧ (y|1 + |3 ), and |ψ 3 = (x|1 + |2 ) ∧ (y|1 + |3 ). Since |ψ 1 and |ψ 2 , |ψ 3 are orthogonal, we have y = x = 0. So the sum of
(d) Using an LU we can assume |b i = |i , i = 1, · · · , 4. Since |ψ 1 and |ψ 2 are orthogonal to |ψ i , i = 3, 4, 5, we have |ψ i = |c i ∧ |f i = (w i |1 + x i |2 ) ∧ (y i |3 + z i |4 ). These states are also orthogonal, so either two of the states |c i , i = 3, 4, 5 or two of the states |f i , i = 3, 4, 5 are parallel. Without loss of generality, we may assume |c 3 = |c 4 . Since |ψ 5 is orthogonal to |ψ 3 and |ψ 4 , we have |c 3 ⊥ |c 5 . By choosing |f 6 ∈ span{|3 , |4 } and |f 6 ⊥ |f 5 , we have |c 5 ∧ |f 6 ⊥ H. Thus S is not an FUPB.
(e) Suppose S is an FUPB. Using an LU we can assume |ψ 1 = |1 ∧ |2 and |ψ 2 = |1 ∧ |3 . Since |ψ 1 is orthogonal to |ψ i , i = 3, 4, 5, we have
Since |ψ So the hypothesis that S is an FUPB is wrong. This completes the proof. ⊓ ⊔ Evidently, claims (b) and (c) are the corollaries of (e). It is sufficient to use claims (a), (d), (e) in the paper.
We say a set of states is real if there is an LU which converts the set into another set whose states have real components. For example, the trivial FUPB is real. One may expect to construct nontrivial real FUPBs in ∧ 2 C 4 . However we have
Proposition 17
The real FUPB of five orthogonal decomposable states in ∧ 2 C 4 does not exist.
Proof. Suppose the set S is a real FUPB in ∧ 2 C 4 . So we may assume that S consists of five orthogonal decomposable states |ψ i = |a i ∧ |b i , i = 1, · · · , 5 where the states |a i , |b i are real. The real linear combination of |a i , |b j is also a real vector. We will perform real local orthogonal matrices U ⊗ U on the states |ψ i , i = 1, · · · , 5, so that the resulting states still form a real FUPB. They will still be called |ψ i , i = 1, · · · , 5 for convenience. We shall use these conventions in the proof.
Since the |ψ i are orthogonal, by performing a suitable real local orthogonal matrix we can assume |ψ 1 = |1 ∧|2 , |ψ 2 = (a|2 + b|3 ) ∧|4 , and |ψ 3 , |ψ 4 , |ψ 5 
If c . One can directly check that the decomposable state (f 1 |1 − b|2 + |3 ) ∧ (|3 + f 6 |4 ) is orthogonal to the states |ψ 1 , · · · , |ψ 5 . It gives us a contradiction with the assumption that S is an FUPB.
So there is no nontrivial real FUPB in ∧ 2 C 4 . This completes the proof. ⊓ ⊔ In spite of the above findings, we show that a complex FUPB in ∧ 2 C 4 indeed exists.
Example 18
We consider the following set S of five decomposable states in ∧ 2 C 4 : By the assumption we have
.) It follows that x ∧ y = 0, and so Z is an FUPB. ⊓ ⊔
Example 21
As the simplest example for Proposition 20, we choose d = 2 and Dim V 1 = Dim V 2 = 3. It is known the only FUPB in ∧ 2 C 3 is the trivial FUPB. So we that the cardinality of X 1 and X 2 are both 3, and the cardinality of Y 12 is 5, where the latter is due to the UPB constructed by pentagon [10] . Therefore, by Proposition 20 we have constructed an FUPB of cardinality eleven in ∧ 2 C 6 . They span a subspace whose orthogonal complement is completely entangled and 4-dimensional.
⊓ ⊔ By respectively replacing in this example the trivial FUPB and the two-qutrit UPB by the FUPB from the sets S 1 , · · · , S D and a nontrivial UPB in high dimension, we can construct a nontrivial FUPB S in the space ∧ 2 C M for any M ≥ 4. By Example 19 we may choose the set S j with n j < d j 2
. So |S| is smaller than the cardinality ⊓ ⊔ In the lemma the state orthogonal to the subspace spanned by S is entangled. In contrast, any hyperplane in ∧ 2 C M orthogonal to an entangled state is spanned by a generalized FUPB, see the paragraph below Proposition 14.
Note that if the set of decomposable vectors |α 1 , · · · , |α n is an FUPB in ∧ N C M , then the set of decomposable vectors ⋆|α 1 , · · · , ⋆|α n , where ⋆ denotes the Hodge dual [23] , is an FUPB in ∧ M −N C M . Using this fact and Example 19, we may construct an FUPB of cardinality nine in ∧ 3 C 5 . This is indeed the simplest tripartite subspace in which a nontrivial FUPB exists. On the other hand the least possible cardinality of FUPB in ∧ 3 C 5 is seven, and we do not have a constructive example of FUPB reaching this cardinality.
Summary and discussion
We have studied the FUPB and generalized FUPB in the antisymmetric subspace ∧ N C M , using Slater determinants as an analogue of product states. First, we have constructed an explicit example of generalized FUPB of minimum cardinality N(M − N) + 1 for any N ≥ 2, M ≥ 4. The counterpart of the generalized UPB in H = C d 1 ⊗· · ·⊗C d N is known to be N i=1 d i −N +1. Second, we have shown that any bipartite antisymmetric space of codimension two is spanned by decomposable 2-vectors. Whether this observation holds for N > 2 remains an open problem. We also have constructed a subspace in ∧ N C M of codimension three not spanned by decomposable vectors. Third, we proposed a few properties of FUPB for N = 2, M = 4 of cardinality five, which is the FUPB of minimum dimension and cardinality. Using it we have shown that there is no real FUPB and constructed an example of complex FUPB of N = 2, M = 4. It is an interesting question to characterize the canonical form of this simplest FUPB and propose an application to quantum information theory. In contrast, it is known that the 3 × 3 UPB is the UPB of minimum dimension and cardinality and has been fully characterized [11] . As an application the 3 × 3 positive-partial-transpose (PPT) entangled states of rank four have been fully characterized [24] . We also have some evidence supporting the conjecture that every 5-dimensional subspace in 
